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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to apparatus, systems, and methods for

providing brachytherapy to a human or other mammalian body, and more particularly to

expandable apparatus for performing brachytherapy treatment within tissue, e.g., within

breast tissue and/or within a body cavity, and to methods for performing brachytherapy

using such apparatus.

BACKGROUND

Brachytherapy is a type of radiation therapy used to treat malignant tumors, such

as cancer of the breast or prostate. In general, brachytherapy involves positioning a

radiation source directly into target tissue, which may include a tumor and/or tissue

surrounding a cavity or void, which may contain potentially cancerous cells (such as a

cavity or void created by removing a tumor).

Brachytherapy is often divided into two categories: high dose rate (HDR) and low

dose rate (LDR) brachytherapy. In HDR brachytherapy, a high activity radiation source is

placed into target tissue, often via a previously implanted catheter, for a short period of

time, e.g., lasting from several seconds to a few minutes. In contrast, LDR brachytherapy

involves placing a low activity radiation source into the target tissue for a longer,

sometimes indefinite, period of time.

Both forms of brachytherapy have advantages. For instance, HDR brachytherapy

provides higher radiation levels delivered over a shorter dose delivery period. LDR

brachytherapy, on the other hand, utilizes lower activity radiation sources. The energy



fϊ eld of the LDR radiation source results in a measured and localized dose of radiation

delivered to target tissue, e.g., a tumor, gland, or other tissue surrounding a cavity or void.

However, the energy field thereafter decays to avoid excessive exposure of nearby

healthy tissue.

Due in part to the lower activity of LDR radiation sources, LDR brachytherapy

may provide various advantages. For example, for healthcare workers, exposure

precautions for LDR brachytherapy may be less stringent than those for HDR

brachytherapy. Also, there are radiobiological advantages of LDR brachytherapy over

HDR brachytherapy (e.g., the dose rate effect), which may lead to better sparing of normal

tissue during treatment. Moreover, for patients, the relatively longer implantation period

associated with LDR brachytherapy may result in fewer visits to a healthcare facility over

the course of radiation treatment, as compared to HDR brachytherapy where patients must

return to the healthcare facility for each fraction of radiation delivered, which, for breast

brachytherapy, may typically include eight to ten (8-10) fractions.

Common radiation sources used in LDR brachytherapy include radioactive

isotopes such as Palladium (Pd)- 103, Iodine Q)-IlS, Gold (Au)-198, and Iridium (Ir)-192.

While the size and shape of the isotopes may vary, they may be provided in a

standardized size of cylindrically shaped capsules that are approximately the size of a

grain of rice, e.g., about 0.8 millimeter in diameter and about 4.5 millimeters in length,

and are often referred to as "seeds."

LDR seeds are often delivered through needles using a guide template. The guide

template may include a matrix of holes that guide the longitudinal advancement of the

needles to ensure their proper position relative to the target tissue. Once the needles are

properly located in the target tissue, the seeds may be deposited along the longitudinal axis

of each needle, after which the needles may be withdrawn.

While effective, current brachytherapy implementations have potential drawbacks.

For example, LDR seeds are typically left indwelling and free floating within the target

tissue and are, therefore, susceptible to migration. Moreover, once implanted, LDR seeds

are generally not considered removable or repositionable. LDR brachytherapy may also

require careful dose distribution calculations and seed mapping before, and often during,

seed implantation. Such calculation and mapping may allow effective radiation delivery

to the target tissue volume, while minimizing radiation to surrounding healthy tissue (e.g.,



the urethra and rectum, for example, in prostate brachytherapy). Yet, while such dose

calculation and seed mapping techniques are effective, problems may exist, such as

potentially significant variability in accuracy of seed placement among different

clinicians.

Yet another issue with conventional LDR brachytherapy techniques is that they

may require the radioactive seeds to be manipulated individually at the time of

implantation, which may be a time-consuming process. Moreover, conventional LDR

delivery needles are generally limited to delivering the seeds linearly (along a relatively

straight line). Thus, to achieve a desired therapy profile, numerous implants (e.g.,

including about 50-100 seeds, as are common with prostate brachytherapy) are often

required, in conjunction with potentially complex dose distribution and mapping

techniques and equipment.

SUMMARY

The present invention is generally directed to apparatus, systems, and methods for

delivering brachytherapy to a localized target tissue region. While potentially useful in

treating most any area of the body, an exemplary application is treating breast tissue, e.g.,

breast tumors or lumpectomy cavities. For example, the apparatus may be used to place

and remove a localized radiation source for both neoadjuvant and post-excisional

treatment.

In accordance with one embodiment, a system is provided for delivering one or

more therapeutic elements (e.g., radiation sources) relative to a target tissue region. Once

delivered, the radiation sources may be either immediately withdrawn (e.g., in HDR

applications), or left in place, e.g., implanted, for a defined period of time (e.g., in LDR

applications). In either instance, the radiation sources may deliver therapy to the target

tissue region in accordance with a predefined therapy profile.

In some embodiments, LDR radiation sources may be implanted and secured to the

body or target tissue in such a way as to prevent or substantially limit movement of the

sources relative to the target tissue. For example, the apparatus and methods described

herein may facilitate indwelling therapy using pre-arranged packages of radioactive

sources, e.g., seeds, but also allow easy removal of the radiation sources upon completing

brachytherapy treatment.



As used herein, "radiation source" and "radioactive source" may include any

therapeutic element operable to deliver a dose of radiation. For example, the radiation

source may be one or more radioactive seeds or, alternatively, one or more LDR or HDR

wire elements (e.g., Iridium wire), e.g., as disclosed in the applications identified

elsewhere herein.

The term "implantable," as used herein, indicates the capability of a device to be

inserted into the body and then maintained in a relatively fixed or static position within the

surrounding tissue for an extended period of time, e.g., an hour or more and/or several

hours or more, including several days or more.

Furthermore, "target tissue," "target tissue region," "target region," and "target

tissue volume," as used herein, may include any portion of a human (or other mammalian)

body that has been identified to benefit from radiation therapy. For example, the target

tissue region may be a tumor or lesion itself, tissue proximate or surrounding the tumor, or

a cavity region created by tumor excision (such as the surrounding tissue or cavity

associated with a lumpectomy cavity of the breast).

It should be noted that the apparatus, systems, and methods described herein may

be used for LDR or HDR brachytherapy, as described elsewhere herein and in the

applications identified herein. Moreover, while described herein with respect to

brachytherapy, the apparatus, systems, and methods may apply to other therapy regimens

that benefit from the removable implantation of therapy-delivering elements. In an

exemplary application, the apparatus, systems, and methods are described herein for

treating breast cancer. However, it will be appreciated that the apparatus, systems, and

methods described herein may be used for treating other cancers or conditions that may

benefit from brachytherapy treatment.

In accordance with one embodiment, a brachytherapy treatment apparatus is

provided that includes an elongate body including a proximal end and a distal end sized

for introduction into a tract through tissue. A plurality of elongate members may be

provided on the distal end including pathways for receiving a source of radiation

therealong, the elongate members being movable from a collapsed configuration for

introduction through a tissue tract to a target location, and an expanded configuration. A

source of radiation may be introduceable along the pathways for delivering radiation to the

target location.



In accordance with another embodiment, a method is provided for brachytherapy

treatment of tissue within a body that includes creating a tract through tissue to a target

location comprising a cavity, and advancing an elongate body carrying a plurality of

elongate members through the tract into the target location with the elongate members in a

collapsed configuration. The elongate members may be directed to an expanded

configuration at the target location to position the elongate members away from a central

axis such that tissue in the target region (e.g., surrounding the cavity) extends between at

least a portion of adjacent elongate members, and radiation may be delivered to the target

location to treat tissue at the target location.

In accordance with still another embodiment, a system for brachytherapy treatment

of tissue adjacent a cavity within a body is provided that includes an expandable

brachytherapy apparatus and a prep catheter including a proximal end, a distal end sized

for introduction through a tissue tract into a body cavity, and an expandable member on

the distal end for dilating tissue surrounding the body cavity before introducing the

apparatus therein.

In accordance with yet another embodiment, a method for brachytherapy treatment

of tissue is provided that includes creating a tract through tissue to a target location

adjacent to a cavity; introducing a distal end of a prep catheter through the tract into the

cavity; expanding an expandable member on the distal end of the prep catheter within the

cavity; and removing the prep catheter.

Thereafter, a brachytherapy apparatus may be introduced through the tract into the

dilated cavity for delivering radiation. In one embodiment, elongate members on the

brachytherapy apparatus may be directed to an expanded configuration at the target

location to position the elongate members away from a central axis; and radiation may be

delivered to the target location to treat tissue at the target location.

In accordance with still another embodiment, a system for brachytherapy treatment

of tissue adjacent a cavity within a body is provided that includes a brachytherapy

apparatus and an introducer sheath including a proximal end, a distal end sized for

introduction through a tissue tract into a body cavity, and defining a lumen therebetween

sized for receiving the apparatus therein in the collapsed configuration. The sheath may

include a slit extending at least partially between the proximal and distal ends to facilitate

removal of the sheath from around the apparatus after introducing the apparatus through



the sheath into the body cavity.

In accordance with yet another embodiment, a method for brachytherapy treatment

of tissue is provided that includes creating a tract through tissue to a target location

adjacent to a cavity; introducing a distal end of an introducer sheath through the tract into

the cavity; advancing a brachytherapy apparatus through the sheath; and removing the

sheath from around the brachytherapy apparatus.

In accordance with still another embodiment, an apparatus for brachytherapy

treatment of tissue is provided that includes an introducer sheath and a trocar removably

disposed within the sheath. In one embodiment, the sheath includes a proximal end, a

distal end sized for introduction through a tissue tract into a body cavity, and a lumen

extending therebetween sized for receiving a brachytherapy apparatus therein. The sheath

may include a slit extending at least partially between the proximal and distal ends to

facilitate removal of the sheath from around a radiation apparatus introduced into the

lumen of the sheath.

In accordance with yet another embodiment, a brachytherapy treatment apparatus

is provided that includes an elongate body including a proximal end and a distal end

configured for introduction into a tract through tissue; a plurality of elongate members on

the distal end comprising pathways for receiving a source of radiation therealong, the

elongate members being movable from a collapsed configuration for introduction through

a tissue tract to a target location, and an expanded configuration; and a plurality of inserts

including proximal ends and distal ends removably receivable along the pathways of

respective elongate members. The inserts may include malleable material allowing the

inserts to be bent to bend and maintain proximal ends of the elongate members in a desired

shape. In addition or alternatively, the inserts may include on the proximal ends of the

inserts for engaging proximal ends of the elongate members when the inserts are received

within the lumens to substantially seal the lumens.

In accordance with still another embodiment, a method is provided for

brachytherapy treatment of tissue within a patient's body that includes creating a tract

through tissue to a target location adjacent to a cavity; advancing an elongate body

carrying a plurality of elongate members through the tract into the target location with the

elongate members in a collapsed configuration; introducing inserts into the elongate

members; and bending portions of the elongate members that extend from the patient's



body, the inserts being malleably bent to hold the portions of the elongate members in a

desired shape. For example, the portions of the elongate members may be bent to place

the portions adjacent the patient's skin between radiation treatments.

In accordance with yet another embodiment, a brachytherapy treatment apparatus

is provided that includes an elongate core member comprising a proximal end and a distal

end and defining a longitudinal axis between the proximal and distal ends, a guide

member on the core member disposed between the proximal and distal ends, a distal hub

coupled to the distal end of the core member, a proximal hub on the proximal end of the

core member, at least one of the proximal hub and the distal hub movable axially relative

to the other of the proximal hub and the distal hub, and a plurality of elongate members

coupled to the proximal and distal hubs. The elongate members may include pathways for

receiving a source of radiation therealong. The elongate members may be movable

between a collapsed configuration wherein intermediate regions of the elongate members

contact the guide member for introduction through a tissue tract to a target location, and

an expanded configuration, the intermediate regions moving radially outwardly as the

elongate members are directed towards the expanded configuration.

In one embodiment, the elongate members may be received in recesses in the guide

member in the collapsed configuration. In addition or alternatively, the elongate members

may contact the guide member such that the elongate members do not extend substantially

parallel to the longitudinal axis in the collapsed configuration. For example, the elongate

members may be received in recesses in the guide member in the collapsed configuration

such that the elongate members are arched in the collapsed configuration. Optionally, the

recesses may include side walls, e.g., that prevent substantial lateral motion of the

catheters while the intermediate regions are received in the recesses.

In accordance with still another embodiment, a method is provided for

brachytherapy treatment of tissue within a body, e.g., where a tract extends through tissue

to a target location adjacent to a cavity. A distal portion of an elongate body may be

advanced through the tract into the target location with the distal portion in a collapsed

configuration. The distal portion may include a plurality of elongate members disposed

around an elongate core member with intermediate regions of the elongate members

contacting a guide member on the core member in the collapsed configuration. For

example, the elongate members may be received in respective recesses in the guide



member or may simply contact an outer surface of the guide member. The recesses may

prevent substantial lateral movement of the elongate members, e.g., during initial

expansion.

The distal portion may be directed to an expanded configuration at the target

location wherein the elongate members expand away from a central axis and the guide

member, and radiation may be delivered to the target location via the distal portion to treat

tissue at the target location. In one embodiment, the elongate members may be arched in

the collapsed configuration and may arch further in the expanded configuration. Such

arching may resist substantial lateral movement of the elongate members, e.g., during

initial expansion.

The above summary is not intended to describe each embodiment or every

implementation of the present invention. Rather, a more complete understanding of the

invention will become apparent and appreciated by reference to the following detailed

description and claims in view of the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. IA and IB are perspective views of an exemplary embodiment of a

brachytherapy apparatus including an expandable therapy delivery portion in collapsed

and expanded configurations, respectively.

FIG. 2A is a cross-sectional side view of the apparatus of FIGS. IA and IB.

FIG. 2B is a detail of a distal tip of the apparatus of FIG. 2A.

FIG. 2C is a detail of an internal actuation mechanism within the apparatus of FIG.

2A.

FIG. 3A is another cross-sectional side view of the apparatus of FIGS. IA and IB.

FIGS. 3B-3D are details of the apparatus of FIG. 3A, showing break-away

locations to provide a bail-out mechanism for the apparatus.

FIGS. 3E and 3F are details of the apparatus of FIGS. IA and IB, showing an

actuation mechanism within the apparatus that provides audible feedback to a user when

the apparatus is expanded.

FIGS. 3G and 3H are details of a proximal end of the apparatus of FIGS. IA and

IB, showing markers on a central catheter that provide visual feedback to a user when the

apparatus is expanded.



FIG. 4A is a side view of an alternative embodiment of a brachytherapy apparatus

generally similar to the apparatus of FIGS. IA and IB, including bendable proximal

regions on catheter tubes of the apparatus.

FIG. 4B is a side view of another alternative embodiment of a brachytherapy

apparatus, including bendable proximal regions on catheter tubes of the apparatus.

FIG. 4C is a perspective view of yet another alternative embodiment of a

brachytherapy apparatus, including bendable proximal regions on catheter tubes of the

apparatus.

FIG. 4D is a perspective view of still another alternative embodiment of a

brachytherapy apparatus, including a clamp applied on a proximal portion of the apparatus

for bending the proximal portion.

FIGS. 5A and 5B are side views of the apparatus of FIGS. IA and IB,

respectively.

FIG. 5C is a cross-sectional view of the apparatus of FIG. 5B, taken along line 5C-

5C.

FIGS. 6A and 6B are side views of a variation of the apparatus of FIGS. IA and

IB, respectively.

FIGS. 6C and 6D are details of the apparatus of FIGS. 6A and 6B, showing

internal threads within the apparatus for expanding and collapsing the apparatus.

FIG. 7A is a perspective view of an array of expanded struts and hubs that may be

provided on a therapy delivery portion of a brachytherapy apparatus, such as that shown in

FIGS. IA and IB.

FIG. 7B is a side view of the struts and hubs of FIG. 7A.

FIG. 7C is a cross-section of the struts of FIG. 7A and 7B, taken along line 7C-7C.

FIG. 8 is a perspective view of an alternative embodiment of an expandable

therapy delivery portion of a brachytherapy apparatus including a support structure for

providing a desired spacing of catheter tubes when the apparatus is expanded.

FIG. 9 is a perspective view of another alternative embodiment of an expandable

therapy delivery portion of a brachytherapy apparatus including a plurality of markers on

catheter tubes for monitoring the apparatus after implantation using external imaging.

FIG. 1OA is a perspective view of another embodiment of an expandable therapy

delivery portion of a brachytherapy apparatus including heat shrink tubing around catheter



tubes and supports to achieve a desired radius of curvature of the catheter tubes when the

apparatus is expanded.

FIG. 1OB is a perspective view of still another embodiment of an expandable

therapy delivery portion of a brachytherapy apparatus including multiple lengths of heat

shrink tubing around catheter tubes and struts configured to achieve a desired radius of

curvature of the catheter tubes when the apparatus is expanded.

FIG. 11 is a side view of a balloon catheter for preparing a body cavity before

delivering brachytherapy.

FIG. 12 is a perspective view of an introducer sheath for facilitating introduction

of a brachytherapy apparatus into a body cavity, carried on an obturator.

FIGS. 13A-13F show a method for introducing a brachytherapy apparatus into a

lumpectomy cavity of a breast using the introducer sheath of FIG. 12.

FIG. 14A is a cross-sectional side view of a catheter protector insert that may be

introduced into an individual catheter of a brachytherapy apparatus.

FIGS. 14B and 14C are details of the catheter protector insert of FIG. 14A.

FIG. 15 is a perspective view of a catheter of a brachytherapy apparatus having the

catheter protector insert of FIG. 14A received therein.

FIG. 16A is a perspective view of another exemplary embodiment of a

brachytherapy apparatus including an expandable therapy delivery portion in a collapsed

configuration.

FIG. 16B is a side view of the apparatus of FIG. 16A.

FIG. 16C is a cross-section of the apparatus of FIGS. 16A and 16B taken along

line 16C-16C of FIG. 16B.

FIG. 16D is a detail of a catheter guide of the apparatus of FIG. 16A.

FIG. 17A is a perspective view of the brachytherapy apparatus of FIG. 16A,

showing the expandable therapy delivery portion in a partially expanded configuration.

FIG. 17B is a side view of the apparatus of FIG. 17A.

FIG. 17C is a cross-section of the apparatus of FIGS. 17A and 17B taken along

line 17C-17C of FIG. 17B.

FIG. 17D is a detail of the catheter guide of the apparatus of FIG. 17A.

FIG. 18A is a perspective view of the brachytherapy apparatus of FIGS. 16A and

17A, showing the expandable therapy delivery portion in a fully expanded configuration.



FIG. 18B is a side view of the apparatus of FIG. 18A.

FIG. 18C is a cross-section of the apparatus of FIGS. 18A and 18B taken along

line l8C-18C ofFIG. 18B.

FIG. 18D is a detail of the catheter guide of the apparatus of FIG. 18A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

Turning to the drawings, FIGS. IA and IB show an exemplary embodiment of an

expandable brachytherapy apparatus 10 that includes a proximal or tail portion 12, and a

distal or therapy delivery portion 14, generally defining a longitudinal axis 16 extending

therebetween. As described elsewhere herein, the distal portion 14 may be deployed

within a target location of a patient's body, e.g., a tumor or cavity within a breast or other

body structure (not shown), and the proximal portion 12 may extend from the distal

portion 14, e.g., such that the proximal portion 12 protrudes at least partially outside of the

body structure. The distal portion 14 may be movable between a collapsed configuration,

as shown in FIG. IA, e.g., for introduction through a tissue tract to a target location, and a

fully deployed or expanded configuration, as shown in FIGS. IB and 2A, e.g., for

providing a three dimensional array of pathways at the target location, as described further

below.

In addition, as shown in FIGS. IA and IB, the apparatus 10 may include an

expansion tool 70, which may be coupled to the apparatus 10 for expanding and/or

collapsing the distal portion 14, as described further below. The expansion tool 70 may be

detachable from the apparatus 10 or may be permanently attached to the apparatus 10 (not

shown). Optionally, the apparatus 10 may include one or more other components, e.g., a

sheath or other cover (not shown), which may overly at least the therapy delivery portion

14, e.g., until deployment.

In addition or alternatively, the apparatus 10 may be part of a system, e.g.,

including a tubular delivery device, such as a catheter, cannula, trocar, obturator, and/or

needle (also not shown), for introducing the apparatus 10 into a target location, e.g., as

described in the applications identified elsewhere herein. For example, such a system may

include an introducer sheath 110 and/or trocar 120, such as that shown in FIG. 12 and

described further below. In addition or alternatively, the apparatus 10 may include a



sharpened distal tip (not shown), e.g., to facilitate advancement directly through tissue,

also as disclosed in the applications identified elsewhere herein.

With additional reference to FIGS. 2A-2C, the apparatus 10 includes an elongate

core member 20 extending between a proximal hub 22 and a distal hub 24, and a plurality

of flexible elongate members 30 disposed around the core member 20 and/or extending

between the proximal and distal hubs 22, 24. The core member 20 may be a substantially

rigid member extending between the proximal and distal hubs 22, 24 yet compressible

and/or extendable axially to direct the proximal and distal hubs 22, 24 towards and/or

away from one another, e.g., a telescoping member, as described further below.

The elongate members 30 may be elongate, fixed length tubular members or

"catheters," each including a proximal end 32, a distal end 34, and a lumen 36 extending

therebetween (shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B). The proximal ends 32 may be received in,

through, and/or coupled to the proximal hub 22, e.g., as described elsewhere herein and in

the applications identified herein. Tubular extensions 33 may also be received in and/or

coupled to the proximal hub 22 and/or coupled directly to the proximal ends 32 of the

elongate members 30, e.g., extending proximally from the proximal hub 22 to at least

partially define the proximal portion 12 of the apparatus 10. Each tubular extension 33

may include an opening 33a providing access into a respective lumen 36, e.g., through the

tubular extension 33 into a respective elongate member 30, for receiving a radiation

source, as described elsewhere herein.

Alternatively, the tubular extensions 33 may be formed as an integral part of the

elongate members 30, e.g., as a continuous extrusion, molding, and the like, such that the

elongate members 30 extend from the openings 33a to the distal ends 34.

The tubular extensions 33 may remain substantially free relative to one another or

may be at least partially constrained relative to one another. For example, as shown in

FIGS. IA and IB, a collar 38 may be provided that includes openings for receiving

respective tubular extensions 33 therethrough, thereby keeping the tubular extensions 33

together, organized, and/or otherwise limit relative movement of the tubular extensions

33. The collar 38 may be fixed axially or may be movable axially relative to the tubular

extensions 33.

Generally, the tubular extensions 33 may be flexible, e.g., to allow the tubular

extensions to be curved or otherwise bent individually and/or together. Thus, the proximal



portion 12 of the apparatus 10 may be easily bent, e.g., to accommodate securing the

proximal portion 12 to a patient, for example, to the patient's skin adjacent a tract

communicating with a treatment site within which the distal portion 14 has been

introduced. It may be desirable for any bending of the tubular extensions 33 not to apply

pressure to the distal portion 14 and/or treatment site, e.g., due to cantilever effects. For

example, as shown in FIG. 4A, an apparatus 10 is shown introduced into a breast 90 that

includes tubular extensions 33 including bendable regions 33b adjacent the collar 38. The

bendable regions 33b, the rest of the tubular extensions 33, and/or the entire elongate

members 32 may be formed from a fluoropolymer resin, thermoplastic elastomer, and the

like, e.g., having a maximum durometer of 55D. Such material may allow the bendable

regions 33b (and/or other regions of the proximal portion 12) to be bent or otherwise

directed laterally relative to the distal portion 14 without buckling and/or applying

substantial lateral stress to the breast 90.

In addition or alternatively, the core member 20 may be coupled to a flexible shaft

80 extending proximally from the proximal hub 22 or collar 38. Thus, the shaft 80 and the

tubular extensions 33 may substantially define the proximal portion 12 of the apparatus

10.

Generally, the shaft 80 may include a proximal end 82, a distal end 84 coupled to

the proximal hub 22, and a lumen 86 extending therebetween. Thus, the shaft 80 may be

coupled such that any axial movement of the proximal hub 22 causes corresponding axial

movement of the shaft 80. The lumen 86 may be sized to receive the expansion tool 70, as

explained further below. In addition or alternatively, the lumen 86 may be sized to receive

a central catheter tube 81, which may extend through the lumen 86, into the core member

20, and optionally into the distal hub 24. The shaft 80 may be formed from flexible

material that may provide sufficient flexibility and torque resistance, thereby also

minimizing stress on the breast 90. For example, the shaft 80 may be formed from

stainless steel or other braided tubing, which may accommodate bending of the shaft 80

along with the tubular extensions 33.

Optionally, the tubular extensions (or the elongate members themselves if provided

as one continuous tubular member) may include one or more features to facilitate bending

and/or conformability of the proximal portion 12 of the apparatus 10. For example, as

shown in FIG. 4B, tubular extensions 33' may include corrugated regions 33b' that may



allow bending without substantial risk of kinking. The corrugated regions 33b' may

maintain any shape to which they are bent, e.g., substantially maintaining a desired shape

without applying stress to other regions of the apparatus 10, to the access site, and/or

otherwise to the patient's body. Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 4C, tubular extensions

33" may be provided that include bendable regions 33b" made from reinforced or

composite tubing. The tubing may include one or more reinforcement elements, e.g., a

braid, thin metal strips, and the like (not shown), that allow bending without substantial

risk of kinking the tubing. The bendable regions 33b" may be malleable such that the

tubular extensions 33 may be bent into any desired curved shape, yet may be returned to a

straightened (or other) shape, as desired during use. Optionally, the entire tubular

extensions may be formed from such bendable and/or malleable material (not shown).

In another alternative, shown in FIG. 4D, a clip, clamp, or other tool 133 may be

used to cause localized bending, e.g., at the bendable regions 33b of the tubular extensions

33. The clip 133 may including opposing arms 133a, 133b that may be opened (not

shown) to allow the clip 133 to be positioned around the tubular extensions 33. The

opposing arms 133a, 133b may be biased to close and/or may be mechanically closed such

that one arm 133a applies a transverse force between the opposing arms 133b, thereby

causing the bendable regions 33b to bend locally without translating substantial force to

other regions of the tubular extensions 33, and consequently to the patient and/or other

regions of the apparatus 10.

In addition or alternatively, as shown in FIGS. 14 and 15, catheter protector inserts

150 may be provided, e.g., as part of an apparatus or system along with the apparatus 10

(only an individual elongate member or catheter 30 being shown in FIG. 15 for

simplicity). Generally, as best seen in FIG. 14A, each catheter protector insert 150 is an

elongate body including a proximal end 152 and a distal end 154 sized for introduction

into a lumen 36 of a catheter 30. In addition, the insert 150 may include an end cap 156

on the proximal end 152, e.g., for sealing the lumen 36 of an elongate member 30, as

described further below.

The insert 150 may have a length corresponding to the length of the elongate

members 30, e.g., at least as long as the elongate member 30. Alternatively, the insert 150

may have a relatively shorter length than the elongate member 30, e.g., such that the insert

150 only extends partially into the elongate member. For example, as shown in FIG. 15,



the insert 150 may be inserted into the lumen 36 of an elongate member 30 until the distal

end 154 is disposed within an intermediate region of the elongate member 30, e.g., at least

partially into the proximal portion 12 of an apparatus 10 (not shown). Similarly, an insert

150 (not shown) may be inserted into each elongate member 30 of the apparatus 10.

The insert 150 may be formed from a plastic-covered malleable core 151a. For

example, the core 151a may be a wire, shaft, or tube of malleable material, such as fully

annealed metal, e.g., Type 304 stainless steel. The core 151a may be covered with a

coating 151b, e.g., a length of heat shrink tubing, a dipped coating, and the like.

Optionally, the distal end 154 of the insert 150 may be covered by the plastic coating, as

shown in FIG. 14B. The proximal end 152 of the insert 150 may be attached to the cap

156, e.g., by folding the proximal end 152 and substantially permanently attached to the

cap 156, e.g., using an interference fit, bonding with adhesive, and the like, as shown in

FIG. 14C.

Optionally, the insert 150, e.g., the core 151a, may be formed at least partially

from radiopaque material and/or one or more radiopaque markers (not shown) may be

provided on the insert 150, e.g., on the distal end 154, similar to the marker devices

disclosed in application Serial No. 11/868,483, filed October 6, 2007. The radiopacity of

the insert 150 may enhance monitoring the location and/or orientation of the elongate

members 30 within a patient's body, e.g., using fluoroscopy or other external imaging.

During use, the distal end 154 of the insert 150 may be inserted into a catheter 30,

as shown in FIG. 15. For example, the insert 150 may be advanced until the cap 156 is

received over the catheter 30. Thus, the cap 156 may enhance sealing of the lumen 36 to

prevent debris or other material from entering the lumen 36, e.g., between treatments of a

patient. In addition, the malleable nature of the core 151a allows the insert 150 to be

manipulated, e.g., to bend the catheter 30. For example, between treatments, the insert

150 may be bent to place the portion of the catheter 30 extending from the patient's body

placed against the patient's skin or otherwise to maximize comfort for the patient. During

a subsequent treatment, the inserts 150 may be removed, and one or more radiation

sources (not shown) introduced into the catheters 30, as described further elsewhere

herein.

Returning to FIGS. IA and IB, the elongate members 30 may be formed from a

single extrusion separated to provide the set of elongate members 30, individual extrusions



or other tubular bodies, or may be formed from multiple tubular bodies connected to one

another, e.g., by bonding, fusing, lapping, and the like, as described in the applications

identified herein. In one embodiment, the tubular members 30 and extensions 33 may be

formed from a single extrusion (not shown), and the extrusion may be at least partially slit

to separate portions of the tubular members 30 and extensions 33. For example, the

extrusion may be slit at least partially along the distal portion 14 between the proximal and

distal hubs 22, 24 to define individual elongate members 30, and/or the proximal portion

12 may be slit from the proximal end to a location adjacent the proximal hub 22 to define

the extensions 33.

In another embodiment, the elongate members 30 may include separate catheter

tubes 30a coupled to struts or other supports 40, as described elsewhere herein.

Alternatively, the elongate members 30 may be elongate tubular extrusions have

asymmetrical cross-sections, thereby biasing the elongate members 30 to buckle and/or

otherwise expand in a predetermined manner, as described elsewhere herein and in the

applications identified herein.

The proximal hub 22 may be provided from one or more pieces, e.g., including an

annular collar 23 that includes passages for receiving the proximal ends 32 of the elongate

members 30 and/or an inner main tube hub 22a that is coupled to the core member 20.

The annular collar 23 and tube hub 22a may be integrally molded, machined, or otherwise

formed together from a single piece. Alternatively, the proximal hub 22 may be formed

from separate components that are attached together, e.g., using an interference fit,

cooperating connectors, bonding using adhesive, sonic welding, and the like. Optionally,

the proximal hub 22 may include features, e.g., an external collar or sleeve (not shown),

for securing a portion of the elongate members 30 relative to the proximal hub 22, as

described further below.

Similar to the proximal hub 22, the distal hub 24 may be formed from one or more

components integrally molded, machined, or otherwise formed together from a single

piece, or as separate components that are attached together. As best seen in FIG. 2B, the

distal ends 34 of the elongate members 30 may be received within and/or secured to the

distal hub 24. For example, the distal hub 24 may include an annular recess or individual

pockets into which the distal ends 34 may be received and secured, e.g., using an

interference fit, bonding with adhesive, sonic welding, mating connectors, and the like.



In addition, the distal hub 24 may include a central recess 25 communicating with

and/or receiving the core member 20. The central recess 25 and/or core member 20 may

extend distally beyond the distal ends 34 of the elongate members 30, e.g., at least about

0.7 centimeter beyond the distal ends 34. For example, the central catheter tube 8 1 may

extend into the central recess 25, thereby providing a central pathway extending distally

beyond the elongate members 30, e.g., for receiving a radiation source therein. This may

allow delivery of radiation to a distal-most portion of a cavity or other treatment site via

the central recess 25, which may provide improved homogeneity of a dose plan during

treatment and/or reduce "hot spots."

The distal hub 24 may provide a rounded and/or tapered distal tip for the apparatus

10, e.g., to facilitate substantially atraumatic introduction into a patient's body.

Alternatively, the distal hub 24 may include a pointed or other sharpened distal tip for

facilitating advancing the apparatus 10 directly through tissue (not shown), e.g., by

dissection or puncture of tissue between the patient's skin and a target location.

Optionally, the distal hub 24 (and/or other components of the apparatus 10) may include

radiolucent material, e.g., non-metallic material such as glass-filled nylon combined with

isoprene rubber, echogenic material, and the like, to facilitate monitoring the distal hub 24

(and/or apparatus 10) using external imaging.

With additional reference to FIGS. 7A-7C, the elongate members 30 may include

one or more supports 40, e.g., extending at least partially between the proximal ends 32

and the distal ends 34 (not shown, see FIGS. IA and IB), i.e., along at least the distal

portion 14 of the apparatus 10. In an exemplary embodiment, the supports 40 may be

elongate strips of material, e.g., metal, such as stainless steel or Nitinol, plastic, or

composite material, that may be elastically deflected during use of the apparatus 10, e.g.,

when the distal portion 14 is directed between the collapsed and expanded configurations.

Generally, the supports 40 include a circumferential or transverse "width" and a

radial "thickness," e.g., having a rectangular cross-section, as best seen in FIG. 7C. As

shown, the width may be greater than the thickness, e.g., to cause preferential bending of

the supports 40 radially outwardly with minimal circumferential or transverse movement.

The supports 40 may have a substantially homogeneous cross-section along their lengths

or may have varying cross-sections. For example, as shown in FIG. 7A, the supports 40

may include proximal and distal ends 42, 44 having a width greater than midpoints and/or



the rest of the supports 40. Such wider proximal and distal ends 42, 44 may enhance

rigidity of the supports 40 transversely while allowing bending radially outwardly. In

addition or alternatively, at least portions of the supports 40 may have material removed to

provide greater flexibility and/or other properties. For example, as best seen in FIG. 7A,

the supports 40 may include regions having material removed to define spaced apart axial

struts 40a connected together by circumferential struts 40b.

The proximal ends 42 of the struts 40 may be attached or secured to the proximal

hub 22 and/or the proximal ends 32 of the elongate members 30, and the distal ends 44

may be attached or secured to distal hub 24 and/or the distal ends 34 of the elongate

members 30. For example, the distal ends 44 may be integrally formed with a sleeve or

collar 46 that may be received around and/or otherwise secured to the distal hub 24. The

sleeve 46 may be secured to the distal hub 24 using an interference fit, mating connectors,

bonding with adhesive, sonic welding, and the like.

In addition, the proximal ends 42 may include connectors 48 that may be

interlocked with one another and/or the proximal hub 22. Alternatively, the proximal ends

42 may be integrally formed with a collar or sleeve (not shown), similar to the sleeve 46.

For example, the connectors 48 may receive mating features on the proximal hub 22 that

may be snapped into or otherwise secured to the connectors 48, and consequently secure

the individual proximal ends 42 to the proximal hub 22. In addition or alternatively, the

proximal hub 22 and/or distal hub 24 may include a collar (not shown), which may be

snapped around or otherwise secured over the connectors 48 and/or sleeve 46 in addition

to or instead of other connectors, bonding, and/or other connections described above.

In one embodiment, the supports 40, collar 46, and connectors 48 may be

integrally formed as a single piece, e.g., by providing a tube having a desired size and

shape corresponding to the supports 40 in the collapsed configuration. The tube may have

material removed to define the individual supports 40 and/or struts 40a, 40b, the collar 46,

and/or the connectors 48. Alternatively, the collar 46 and/or connectors 48 may be

separate components attached to the supports 40, e.g., by bonding with adhesive, sonic

welding, welding or fusing, and the like.

The collar 46 and/or connectors 48 may substantially secure the proximal and

distal ends 42, 44 of the supports 40, e.g., to reduce twisting of the supports 40, transverse

movement of the supports 40, migration of the supports 40, and the like. For example, the



proximal hub 22 may include an annular groove, a plurality of axial grooves, and the like

(not shown) and the proximal ends 42 of the supports 40 may be received within

respective grooves.

The supports 40 may be oriented such that their major dimension or width is

disposed generally circumferentially relative to the core member 20 and their minor

dimension or thickness is disposed generally radially. In the collapsed configuration, the

supports 40 may extend substantially axially, i.e., substantially parallel to the core member

20 and/or longitudinal axis 16. As described further below, when the proximal and distal

hubs 22, 24 are directed towards one another, the supports 40 may bow radially outwardly

between the proximal and distal ends 42, 44, thereby controlling expansion of the elongate

members 30 as they are directed towards the expanded configuration.

For example, the supports 40 may bias the elongate members 30 to be spaced

substantially uniformly from one another about the circumference when the apparatus 10

is expanded. In an exemplary embodiment, the maximum spacing of the supports 40, and

consequently, the elongate members 30, may be not more than about 1.5 centimeters, e.g.,

at the midpoints of the supports 40.

The configuration of the apparatus 10 may be identified based upon an axial length

"L" of the distal portion 14, as shown in FIGS. 5A and 5B, and a maximum diameter "D"

of the elongate members 30, as shown in FIG. 5C. These parameters may be controlled to

fit within a body cavity more efficiently. For example, multiple apparatus, similar to

apparatus 10, may be provided in a kit, each apparatus including a different axial length

"L" and/or maximum diameter "D" such that an appropriate apparatus may be selected

from the kit based upon the specific anatomy encountered in each patient. In addition or

alternatively, a ratio of L/D may be used to identify the apparatus in a kit. For example,

the ratio of L/D may be between about one and two ( 1.0-2.0), or between about 1.0-1 .7,

e.g., about 1.3, 1.6, or 1.7.

During manufacturing and/or assembly, the supports 40, collar 46, and connectors

48 may be formed as described above or using other methods. The sleeve 46 may be

attached to the distal hub 24, e.g., using an interference fit, one or more mating

connectors, bonding with adhesive, sonic welding, and the like, while the connectors 48

may remain initially free. The supports 40 may then be disposed along an outer surface of

respective tubular members 30a, e.g., along a side closest to the core member 20. The



supports 40 may be attached or otherwise secured to the tubular members 30a, e.g., using

shrink tubing, bonding with adhesive, sonic welding, and the like, thereby providing the

elongate members 30. For example, heat shrink tubing 30b may be provided along at least

a portion of the tubular members 30a between the proximal and distal ends 32, 34 of the

elongate members 30.

As shown in FIG. 1OA, a length of heat shrink tubing 30b shorter than the tubular

members 30a may be directed over the connectors 48 and around the tubular members 30a

and supports 40. Heat may then be applied, e.g., hot air, to cause the heat shrink tubing

30b to shrink and capture the tubular members 30b and supports 40 therein, i.e., to secure

the tubular members 30a to the supports 40. The heat shrink tubing 30b may have

substantially uniform thickness and/or other properties along its length or it may be varied.

The heat shrink tubing 30b may bias the elongate members 30 to a desired or maximum

radius of curvature. Alternatively, multiple layers of heat shrink tubing (not shown) may

be provided at one or more locations along the length of the elongate members 30.

In another alternative embodiment, shown in FIG. 1OB, several relatively short

sections of heat shrink tubing 30b may be provided around the tubular members 30a and

supports 40. As shown, for each elongate member 30, a first section 30bl of heat shrink

tubing may be provided adjacent the proximal end 32, a second section 30b2 may be

provided at a midpoint, and a third section 30b3 may be provided adjacent the distal end

34. The sections of heat shrink tubing 30b may bias the elongate members 30 to adopt a

desired radius of curvature during expansion. For example, it may be desirable to have the

local radius of curvature of the elongate members 30 along their lengths remain below a

desired radius, e.g., not more than about 1.7 centimeters. Such a maximum radius of

curvature may facilitate introducing one or more sources of radiation (not shown) into the

elongate members 30. For example, some HDR radiation sources may be rated to be bent

at no more than about 1.1, 1.4, or 1.7 centimeters radius of curvature.

Alternatively, the supports 40 may be provided within an additional lumen (not

shown) within the elongate members 30, similar to embodiments disclosed in the

applications identified elsewhere herein. The connectors 48 may then be attached or

otherwise secured to the proximal hub 22, as described elsewhere herein and/or in the

applications identified herein.



In a further alternative, the supports 40 may be eliminated. For example, the

elongate members 30 may be configured, e.g., may have asymmetrical cross-sections

providing a moment of inertia that biases the elongate members 30 to expand radially

outwardly in a predetermined manner, as disclosed in the applications identified herein.

Optionally, the supports 40 may provide shielding, in addition to or instead of supporting

the elongate members 30, also as disclosed in the applications identified herein.

Turning to FIG. 8 in another alternative, one or more connecting members 140

may be coupled to the elongate members 40, e.g., at midpoints thereof, to provide a

substantially uniform spacing of the elongate members 40 after expansion. The

connecting members 140 may include a plurality of tethers 140a extending between and/or

coupled to adjacent elongate members 30. The tethers 140a may be sufficiently flexible to

accommodate directing the elongate members 30 inwardly, e.g., when the apparatus 10 is

collapsed, yet substantially inelastic such that, upon expansion of the apparatus 10, the

tethers 140a substantially maintain the circumferential spacing of the elongate members

30 relative to one another. Optionally, multiple connecting members (not shown) may be

provided at various locations between the proximal and distal ends 32, 34 of the elongate

members 30. Each connecting member may include tethers having different lengths

corresponding to the desired spacing and overall diameter of the elongate members 30 at

the axial location where the respective connecting members are provided.

Turning to FIG. 9, one or more additional features may be provided on one or

more of the elongate members 30, such as any of the embodiments described herein or in

the applications identified herein. For example, as shown in FIG. 9, a plurality of

radiopaque markers 31 may be provided at one or more axial locations on one or more of

the elongate members 30, e.g., to facilitate orientation, positioning, and/or otherwise

monitoring the apparatus 10 using external imaging. In the exemplary embodiment

shown, a first marker 3Ii may be provided adjacent a proximal end 32 of a first elongate

member 30i, a second marker 3Hi may be provided at a midpoint of a second elongate

member 30ii, and a third marker 3liii may be provided adjacent a distal end 34 of a third

elongate member 30iii. Because of the staggered axial placement of the markers 3 1

relative to one another, the three-dimensional orientation and/or position of the elongate

members 30 may be determined from a two-dimensional image, e.g., from fluoroscopy or

other x-ray imaging. In addition or alternatively, the markers 31 may have different



lengths to facilitate distinguishing them from one another. As shown, the first marker 3Ii

is longer than the second marker 3Hi, which is longer than the third marker 3liii, allowing

the respective elongate members 30 to be distinguished from one another and more easily

identified relative to surrounding tissue and/or within a cavity within which the apparatus

10 has been implanted.

For example, identification of the specific elongate members 30 may facilitate

creating a dose plan, e.g., based on CT scan reconstruction of the apparatus 10 after

implantation but before delivery of radiation. Identification of the elongate members 30

may also facilitate confirming whether the apparatus 10 has moved, e.g., whether the

orientation and/or position of the elongate members 30 has changed between treatments

involving multiple visits and/or radiation delivery sessions.

This marking method may facilitate identifying a particular catheter 30 within a

patient's body and correlating it to a particular proximal end extending from the patient,

e.g., using one or more identifying numbers or other visual markers on the proximal end of

the respective catheter 30. For example, alternate catheters, e.g., a second, fourth, and

sixth catheter (clockwise around the proximal end of a six catheter apparatus 10), may

include numbers or other visual markers that may be associated with respective

radiopaque markers. Thus, the location of particular catheter 30 may be identified within

the patient's body using the marker 31, and the lumen 36 associated with the particular

catheter 30 may be identified, e.g., to facilitate introducing one or more radiation sources

therein, as described elsewhere herein.

Alternatively, with continued reference to FIG. 9, the markers 31 may be provided

from materials that may facilitate monitoring the elongate members 30 and/or other

components of the apparatus 10 using other imaging modalities. For example, the markers

3 1 may be formed from an echogenic coating or surface treatment, which may enhance

identification using ultrasound imaging. In addition or alternatively, the supports 40 of the

elongate members 30 may be treated to increase their echogenicity, e.g., by applying a

surface finish to Nitinol supports, such as a polymer based coating, physically changing

the surface characteristics via bead blasting, and the like.

Returning to FIGS. 1A-2A, with additional reference to FIGS. 3E and 3F, the core

member 20 may include telescoping elongate members 50, 60 that allow the proximal and

distal hubs 22, 24 to be moved axially towards and/or away from one another. As shown,



the core member 20 includes a first or proximal tube 50 including proximal and distal ends

52, 54, and a second or distal tube 60 also including proximal and distal ends 62, 64. The

proximal and distal tubes 50, 60 may also include lumens 56, 66 extending between the

proximal ends 52, 62 and distal ends 54, 64 and that communicate with one another.

Thus, the core member 20 may define a lumen for directly receiving one or more radiation

sources (not shown) or for receiving the central catheter tube 81, which may, in turn,

receive one or more radiation sources. The proximal and distal tubes 50, 60 may interact

with one another, i.e., at distal end 54 and proximal end 62, e.g., to allow the proximal

tube 50 to telescope at least partially into the distal tube 60 (or alternatively the distal tube

60 may telescope into the proximal tube 50).

As best seen in FIG. 2B, the distal end 64 of the distal tube 60 is received within or

otherwise attached to the distal hub 24. For example, the distal end 64 may be secured to

the distal hub 24, e.g., using an interference fit, cooperating connectors, bonding using

adhesive, sonic welding, and the like. Thus, the distal tube 60 may remain substantially

stationary, e.g., axially and/or rotationally, relative to the distal hub 64 and the distal ends

34 of the elongate members 30.

As shown in FIGS. 2C, 3E, and 3F, the proximal end 62 of the distal tube 60

includes internal threads 63 extending for a predetermined distance along the length of the

proximal end 62. Thus, the proximal end 62 may also include an unthreaded region 63a

distal to the internal threads 63. The internal threads 63 may be integrally formed in an

inner surface of the distal tube 60, may be provided on a separate threaded sleeve received

within and/or secured relative to the proximal end 62, and the like. For example, the

internal threads 63 may be machined, ground, tapped, or molded on an inside surface of

the distal tube 60, or may be machined or molded on an inside surface of a separate sleeve

that may be inserted into the distal tube 60 and attached thereto, e.g., using mating

connectors, bonding with adhesive, sonic welding, welding, and the like. Alternatively,

the internal threads 63 may be provided on a nut insert molded into the distal tube 60, e.g.,

as best seen in FIG. 3C. Thus, the internal threads 63 may remain substantially stationary,

i.e., may not rotate around the longitudinal axis 16 and/or move axially along the

longitudinal axis 16. The internal threads 63 may have an axial length of between about

0.050 to 0.250 inch (about 1.25 to 6.25 mm).



As best seen in FIGS. IB, 2A, 3D, and 6A-6D, the distal tube 60 may be formed

from multiple segments attached to one another. For example, the distal tube 60 may

include a first tubular segment 60a defining the proximal end 62, e.g., including the

internal threads 63 and the unthreaded region 63a, and a second segment 60b extending

from the proximal end 62 to the distal end 64. The first and second segments 60a, 60b

may be attached to one another, e.g., using mating threads or other cooperating

connectors, interference fit, bonding with adhesive, welding, sonic welding, and the like.

For example, as best seen in FIG. 3D, the first and second segments 60a, 60b may

be secured together using a lapped joint, adhesive, and the like such that the first and

second segments 60a, 60b may be separated from one another upon application of a

desired axial force, as explained further below. As shown, the segments 60a, 60b of the

distal tube 60 may be connected by a lapped joint 61, which may be created by an

interference fit, pressed-fit, adhesive, welding, crimping the first segment 60a around the

second segment 60b, and the like. Such a connection or joint may be provided as part of a

"bail-out" mechanism, also as described further below. Alternatively, the distal tube 60

may be formed as a single tubular segment extending between the proximal and distal

ends 62, 64, thereby defining the lumen 66.

In an exemplary embodiment, shown in FIG. 3A-3D, the apparatus 10 may include

three locations that may fail, break, or otherwise separate upon application of a desired

force. For example, in FIG. 3B, an insert molded plastic nut or other annular ridge 57 may

be provided on the proximal end 52 of the proximal tube 50, and a corresponding shoulder

22a may be provided on the proximal hub 22. If it is desired or necessary to rapidly

collapse the elongate members 30, the tubular extensions 33 or other region of the

proximal portion 12 may be pulled away from the distal portion 14 with sufficient force to

cause the shoulder 22a to push the annular ridge 57 and separate the proximal tube 50

from the distal tube 60, e.g., at the lapped joint 61. In addition, the sleeve defining the

internal threads 63 of the distal tube 60 may include a pin 67 that extends into a hole or

recess in the distal tube 60, as shown in FIG. 3C. The force sufficient to separate the

lapped joint 6 1 may also cause the pin 67 to be sheared off of the sleeve defining the

internal threads 63, thereby allowing the sleeve defining the internal threads 63 to be slid

axially within the distal tube 60 without requiring rotation of the proximal tube 50. Once

the lapped joint 6 1 and sleeve defining the internal threads 63 are separated, the proximal



tube 50 may be pulled proximally, thereby allowing rapid collapse of the elongate

members 30.

Returning to FIGS. 2A-3F, during normal operation (without using the bail-out

feature), the proximal tube 50 may be free to rotate about the longitudinal axis 16 within

the proximal hub 22, thereby allowing the proximal tube 50 to rotate and thread into or out

of the distal tube 60. For example, as shown in FIGS. 2C, 3C, 3E, and 3F, the distal end

54 of the proximal tube 50 may include external threads 55 that interact with the internal

threads 63 when the proximal tube 50 is rotated, thereby moving the proximal tube 50

axially relative to the distal tube 60. In an exemplary embodiment, the internal and

external threads 63, 55 may be cooperating lead screw thread designs, such as 5-40 ACME

double start. Such lead screw mechanisms may allow secured and/or precise actuation of

the apparatus 10 with a low overall insertion/removal profile.

For example, the threads 63, 55 may include double pitch threads, i.e., two helical

threads in parallel with one another, which allow twice the axial movement per rotation of

the proximal tube 50, as compared to a single pitch thread. Such threads may allow rapid

relative axial movement between the proximal and distal tubes 50, 60 with minimal

amount of rotation. In addition, such threads may provide substantially precise expansion

and/or collapse of the elongate members 30, e.g., to expand and/or conform to a body

cavity or other treatment site, as described elsewhere herein.

In addition, as best seen in FIGS. 3E and 3F, the proximal tube 50 may include an

unthreaded region 55a proximal to the external threads 55. The unthreaded region 55a

may have a diameter smaller than the internal threads 63 of the distal tube 60 and/or

smaller than the external threads 55, and may have a length substantially equal to or

greater than the axial length of the internal threads 63. The proximal tube 50 may include

an annular shoulder 53 adjacent the unthreaded region 55a, thereby providing a stop 53

that may also limit axial movement of the proximal tube 50 relative to the distal tube 60.

Thus, although the proximal hub 50 is free to rotate within the proximal hub 22, when the

proximal tube 50 is rotated to thread the distal end 54 into the proximal end 62 of the

distal tube 60, the stop 53 may abut the internal threads 63 during distal movement of the

proximal tube 50 relative to the distal tube 60.

As shown in FIGS. 2A and 3B, the annular ridge 57 on the proximal end 52 of the

proximal tube 50 may limit and/or couple axial movement of the proximal hub 22 relative



to the proximal tube 50. For example, the annular ridge 57 may simply abut the shoulder

22a and/or may be received within an annular groove or pocket (not shown) within the

proximal hub 22, thereby directly coupling axial movement of the proximal hub 22 to the

proximal tube 50, e.g., when the proximal tube 50 is rotated to move distally and/or

proximally relative to the distal tube 60.

Alternatively, it will be appreciated that the proximal and distal tubes 50, 60 may

be interchanged, e.g., such that the proximal tube 50 remains substantially stationary and

the distal tube 60 is threaded axially relative to the proximal tube 50. In this alternative,

the proximal tube 50 may be fixed relative to the proximal hub 22 and the distal tube 60

may be rotated within the distal tube 24. In addition or alternatively, the distal tube may

be received in the proximal tube (not shown), and may include external threads that may

be coupled to internal threads in the proximal tube (also not shown). In these alternatives,

the proximal hub 22 may remain substantially stationary, and the distal hub 24 may be

directed proximally to expand the apparatus 10 and distally to collapse the apparatus 10.

With particular reference to FIGS. IA and 3E, the apparatus 10 may be provided

initially with the proximal tube 50 of the core member 20 in its proximal position, i.e.,

with the proximal and distal hubs 22, 24 spaced furthest apart, thereby providing the

elongate members 30 in the collapsed condition. As shown, the elongate members 30 and

supports 40 may extend substantially axially along the core member 20, i.e., substantially

parallel to the longitudinal axis 16, in the collapsed condition. As shown in FIG. 3E, the

external and internal threads 55, 63 may be engaged with one another such that rotation of

the proximal tube 50 in a first direction, e.g., clockwise, causes the threads 55, 63 to direct

the proximal tube 50 distally.

When the apparatus 10 is initially to be expanded from the collapsed configuration,

it may be desirable to maximize contact between the internal an external threads 55,63.

For example, it may desirable to have at least four or five turns of the internal thread 63

engaged, e.g., to distribute forces between the threads 55, 63 when the apparatus 10 is

initially being expanded. This initial engagement may reduce wear of the threads 55, 63

and/or may reduce the risk of axial misalignment of the proximal and distal tubes 50, 60

when the proximal tube 50 is rotated into the distal tube 60. In the embodiment shown in

FIGS. 3E and 6C, the internal threads 63 on the nut are fully engaged with the external

threads 55 on the proximal tube 50 in the collapsed configuration. Thus, when the user



rotates the proximal tube 50 to expand the apparatus 10, the forces may be distributed over

all of the internal threads 63, thereby reducing the risk of damage or misalignment.

As shown in FIG. 2A, the annular ridge 57 on the proximal tube 50 may abut or be

disposed within the shoulder 22a in the proximal hub 22 until the proximal tube 50 begins

threading into the distal tube 60. Because of the interaction between the annular ridge 57

and the shoulder 22s, rotation of the proximal tube 50 in the first direction causes the

proximal hub 22 to be directed distally towards the distal hub 24. As the proximal hub 22

is directed towards the distal hub 24, the elongate members 30 become subjected to an

axially compressive force, which causes the elongate members 30 to bow radially

outwardly towards the expanded configuration, as shown in FIG. IB.

As described in the applications identified herein, the elongate members 30 may

expand into a predetermined shape in the expanded configuration, e.g., due to the supports

40 and/or the configuration of the elongate members 30. For example, the elongate

members 30 may be directed into a generally spherical shape, an elliptical shape, and the

like, including single or multiple layers, as disclosed in the applications identified

elsewhere herein. As shown in FIGS. 5A and 5B, as the apparatus 10 is expanded, the

axial length "L" between the proximal and distal hubs 22, 24 may be reduced, as can be

seen in FIGS. 5A and 5C.

As best seen in FIG. 3F, the proximal tube 50 may be rotated until the external

threads 55 pass entirely through the internal threads 63 and into the unthreaded region 63a

of the distal tube 60. At substantially the same time, the internal threads 63 enter the

unthreaded region 55a on the proximal tube 50. Thus, further rotation of the proximal

tube 50 causes the proximal tube 50 to simply spin freely within the distal tube 60 without

causing further distal movement of the proximal hub 22. This freedom of motion may

provide tactile feedback to the user that the elongate members 30 have been fully

expanded to the expanded configuration. In addition, the internal threads 63 may abut the

shoulder 53, thereby preventing further distal movement of the proximal tube 50 relative

to the distal tube 60.

Optionally, when the internal and/or external threads 63, 55 enter the unthreaded

regions 55a, 63a, the user may hear an audible "click" or other audible sound also

providing confirmation that the elongate members 30 are fully expanded. For example,

one or more features (not shown) may be provided on the internal threads 63, e.g., that



may contact the proximal-most thread of the external threads 55, that may "click" if the

proximal tube 50 is rotated further to provide feedback to the user. In addition, if desired,

one or more features (not shown) may be provided on the internal and/or external threads

63, 55 to provide a similar "click" or other sound when the proximal tube 50 is advanced

distally to one or more positions relative to the distal tube 60. For example, the features

may be configured to provide a first "click" when the elongate members 30 are expanded

less than one hundred percent (100%), e.g., about fifty percent (50%) expanded, and then

another "click" when the elongate members 30 are substantially one hundred percent

(100%) expanded.

This configuration of the threads 55, 63 may also prevent overexpansion of the

elongate members 30. Once the threads 55, 63 disengage, the proximal tube 50 may not

be directed distally further, thereby preventing further distal movement of the proximal

hub 22. Thus, the relative length and location of the external and internal threads 55, 63

may be selected to provide a desired size and/or shape for the elongate members 30 in the

expanded configuration.

Alternatively, it will be appreciated that other mechanisms may be provided for

expanding the elongate members 30. For example, the threads 55, 63 may be replaced

with a ratchet mechanism (not shown), which may allow the proximal and distal hubs 22,

24 to be directed towards one another in a stepwise manner, thereby causing the elongate

members 30 to expand radially outwardly. In a further alternative, a cable or other

actuator (not shown) may extend from the distal hub 24 through the proximal portion 12,

which may be pulled to direct the distal hub 24 proximally towards the proximal hub 22,

i.e., to expand the elongate members 30. However, a cable or other actuator extending to

the proximal portion 12 may require maintaining axial force to prevent the elongate

members 30 from being released and collapsing. Thus, the threads 62, 55 may prevent

accidental release and/or collapsing of the elongate members 30 during use.

With continued reference to FIGS. IA, IB, 3E, and 3F, when it is desired to

collapse the elongate members 30, the proximal tube 50 may be rotated in a second

opposite direction, e.g., counterclockwise. The external threads 55 may reengage the

internal threads 63, and then thread the external threads 55 proximally, thereby directing

the proximal hub 22 proximally. Optionally, the internal threads 63 may include a

chamfer or other feature (not shown), which may facilitate reengaging the threads 63, 55



when the external threads 55 are in the unthreaded region 63a. As the proximal hub 22 is

directed proximally, the elongate members 30 and supports 40 may be pulled back radially

inwardly towards the collapsed configuration, as shown in FIG. IA.

If the annular ridge 57 on the proximal tube 50 is not directly coupled to the

proximal hub 22, e.g., is disposed proximal to the proximal hub 22, the proximal tube 50

may not pull the proximal hub 22 proximally. In this embodiment, the supports 40 and/or

the elongate members 30 themselves may be sufficiently resiliency biased towards the

collapsed configuration such that they push the proximal hub 22 proximally once the

proximal hub 22 is no longer abutted by the stop 53. Optionally, as can be seen in FIG.

3E, the external threads 55 may be threaded proximally completely through the internal

threads 63 such that the threads 55, 63 are disengaged when the apparatus 10 is fully

collapsed. If desired, the elongate members 40 may be under slight tension in this position

such that further rotation of the proximal tube 50 (to collapse the apparatus 10) may cause

the threads to "click" or provide other audible feedback to indicate that the threads 55, 63

have been fully disengaged and/or the apparatus 10 has been fully collapsed. Such tension

may also facilitate reengaging the threads 55, 63 again if it is desired to expand the

apparatus 10. This configuration may also prevent stretching the elongate members 30

beyond a desired collapsed configuration.

To facilitate expansion and collapse of the apparatus 10, the expansion tool 70 may

be coupled to the proximal end 52 of the proximal tube 50. For example, the proximal end

52 of the proximal tube 50 may include external threads, a hex head, or other connector

(not shown), which may be used to connect the expansion tool 70 to the apparatus 10.

Thus, the expansion tool 50 may be connected to the apparatus 10 during expansion of the

elongate members 30, whereupon the expansion tool 50 may be removed, leaving the

elongate members 30 expanded, e.g., to allow several treatment sessions. When it is

desired to remove the apparatus 10, the expansion tool 70 may be reconnected to the

apparatus 10, e.g., to the proximal tube 50, and used to collapse the elongate members 30,

whereupon the apparatus 10 may be removed from the patient's body.

With additional reference to FIG. 2A, the expansion tool 70 may include an

elongate body including a proximal end 72, a distal end 74, and a lumen 76 extending

therebetween. A handle 78 may be provided on the proximal end 72, e.g., to facilitate

manipulation and/or rotation of the expansion tool 70.



During use, the expansion tool 70 may be inserted between the elongate members

40 and engaged with the connector(s) on the proximal end 52 of the proximal tube 50 of

the core member 20. For example, as explained above, a shaft 80 may be coupled to the

core member 20, e.g., extending from the proximal hub 22, that includes a distal end 84

disposed adjacent the proximal end 52 of the proximal tube 50. In this embodiment, as

shown in FIG. 2A, the distal end 74 of the expansion tool 70 may be inserted over the

central catheter tube 8 1 and into the lumen 86 of the shaft 80.

The expansion tool 70 may be advanced until the distal end 74 engages with the

proximal end 52 of the proximal tube 50 of the core member 20. For example, the distal

end 74 and the proximal end 52 may include mating threads, a male-and-female keyed

connectors, and the like (not shown). Thereafter, when the expansion tool 70 is rotated,

the proximal tube 50 of the core member 20 may then also be rotated, and thereby

translated axially as described elsewhere herein.

Optionally, as shown in FIGS. IA and IB, a handle 83 may be provided on the

proximal end 82 of the shaft 80, e.g., to facilitate manipulation of the shaft 80 and/or

connection of the expansion tool 70. In addition or alternatively, as shown in FIGS. 3G

and 3H, one or more visual indicators 85 may be provided on the central catheter tube 80,

e.g., to indicate when the elongate members 30 are expanded. For example, as shown in

FIG. 3G, a first band or other visual marker 85a may be provided that is exposed when the

expansion tool 70 is coupled to the apparatus 10, e.g., to the core member 20 (not shown),

as described above. As the expansion tool 70 is rotated to expand the apparatus 10, the

expansion tool 70 may be directed distally and/or the central catheter 81 may be directed

proximally, thereby exposing one or more additional markers 85b, 85c proximal to the

handle 78 of the expansion tool 70.

Thus, the markers 85 may provide visual confirmation to the user that the elongate

members 30 are expanded to a predetermined extent. For example, a second marker 85b

may become exposed when the elongate members 30 are expanded less than one hundred

percent (100%), e.g., about fifty percent (50%), and a third marker 85c may become

exposed when the elongate members are expanded substantially one hundred percent

(100%), as shown in FIG. 3H.

In addition or alternatively, the expansion tool 70 itself may include one or more

indicators to facilitate determining when the apparatus 10 is expanded and/or collapsed.



For example, as best seen in FIGS. IA, IB, 2A, 3G, and 3H, the handle 78 may include a

tab or other visual indicator 78a extending radially from the handle 78. The indicator 78a

may allow a user to monitor the number of turns of the expansion tool 70, which may

correspond to a predetermined expansion of the elongate members 30. Thus, the user may

rotate the handle 78 a desired number of turns, thereby expanding the apparatus 10 to a

corresponding diameter or other expanded shape.

Optionally, before introducing the apparatus 10 into a body cavity, it may be

desirable to dilate or otherwise expand the body cavity. Turning to FIG. 11, a prep

catheter 130 is shown that includes a proximal end 132, a distal end 134 sized for

introduction through a tissue tract into the body cavity (not shown), and a balloon 136 on

the distal end 134. The catheter 130 may include an inflation lumen 138 extending

distally from the proximal end 132 and communicating with the interior of the balloon

136. In the embodiment shown, a one-way syringe activated valve 133 may be provided

on the proximal end 132, which may opened using a syringe to deliver inflation media

and/or remove inflation media from the balloon 136. The balloon 136 may be formed

from semi-compliant material such that, when the balloon 136 is inflated, e.g., with saline

or other inflation media, the balloon 136 may grow to different volumes with different fill

volumes of saline, yet the balloon material may be sufficiently rigid to provide substantial

dilating power to the surrounding tissue. In an exemplary embodiment, the balloon 136

may have a length of between about three to six centimeters (3-6 cm), a maximum

expanded diameter of between about three to five centimeters (3-5 cm), a durometer or

softness between about 85-95, e.g., about 90 Shore A, and/or a wall thickness of one to

two thousandths of an inch (0.025-0.050 mm).

Optionally, the catheter 130 may include one or more markers, e.g., radiopaque

marker bands 137 on either end of the balloon 136, e.g., to facilitate monitoring the

catheter 130 using external imaging. For example, the marker bands 137 may allow the

location of the balloon 136 relative to the body cavity to be determined before expanding

the balloon 136, thereby ensuring that the balloon 136 is properly positioned within the

body cavity. The catheter body may include a substantially rigid distal tip 139 and a semi-

rigid and/or substantially flexible portion proximal to the distal tip 139. The catheter 130

may have an overall length of between about seventeen to twenty five centimeters (17-25



cm), e.g., about twenty centimeters (20 cm), with the distal tip having a length of between

about 0-1.0 cm, e.g., about seven millimeters (7 mm).

Turning to FIG. 12, if desired, an introducer sheath 110 may be provided to

facilitate introduction of the apparatus 10 into a treatment site, e.g., into a body cavity or

other tissue structure (not shown). The introducer sheath 110 generally includes a

proximal end 112, a distal end 114 sized for introduction into a tissue tract, and a slit 114

extending therebetween. Optionally, the sheath 110 may include a tab, handle, or other

feature 118 extending from the proximal end 112, e.g., to facilitate removal and/or other

manipulation of the introducer sheath 110. As shown if FIG 12, the entire sheath 110 may

be made from one segment of extruded tubing. The sheath 110 may be formed from a

semi-rigid or flexible material, e.g., FEP, including side edges defining the slit 114 that

may have a gap of several millimeters, or may abut or at least partially overlap one

another. A trocar, obturator, needle, or other elongate member 120 may be disposed

within the sheath 110, e.g., including a proximal end 122 adjacent the proximal end 112 of

the sheath 110, and a sharpened distal end 124 extending beyond the distal end 114 of the

sheath.

The sheath 110 may have a diameter or other cross-section sufficient to receive the

apparatus 10 in the collapsed condition, e.g., after removing the trocar 120. Although the

side edges defining the slit 114 may be biased to abut or overlap one another, the sheath

material may be sufficiently flexible to allow the sheath 110 to be pulled proximally

and/or laterally from around the apparatus 110, trocar 120, and/or other device received

within the sheath 110. Thus, the side edges defining the slit 114 may be forced apart open

the slit 114 and facilitate removal of the sheath 110.

Turning to FIGS. 13A-13F, the apparatus 10 may be used for brachytherapy

treatment within a tissue structure, for example within a breast 90. As shown, the breast

90 may have a cavity (e.g., a lumpectomy cavity 90) formed therein, e.g., by removal of

cancerous tissue. If the introducer sheath 110 is used, the introducer sheath 110 and trocar

120 may be introduced into the cavity 92, as shown in FIG. 13A. For example, if the

trocar 120 includes a sharpened distal end 124, the introducer sheath 110 and trocar 120

may be advanced directly through tissue, thereby creating a tract 94 communicating with

the cavity 92. Alternatively, the tract 94 may be created in advance, e.g., using a needle or

other device (not shown).



As shown in 13B, the trocar 120 may then be removed, leaving the introducer

sheath 110 to provide a path through the tissue of the breast 90 into the cavity 92.

Optionally, if desired, the inner surface of the introducer sheath 110 may include

lubricious material to facilitate introducing devices therethrough.

Turning to FIGS. 13C and 13D, the apparatus 10 is shown being inserted through

the introducer sheath 110 in the collapsed configuration, e.g., until the distal hub 24 is

disposed within the cavity 92. Alternatively, the apparatus 10 may be inserted directly

through an existing incision, e.g., the incision used to perform the lumpectomy, or via a

new incision created for delivering the apparatus 10, and/or may be advanced directly

through tissue, e.g., if the distal hub 24 includes a sharpened tip (not shown), as described

in the applications identified herein.

During insertion, the apparatus 10 may be positioned to place the elongate

members 30 (in the collapsed configuration) entirely within the cavity 92, as shown in

FIG. 13E. Turning to FIG. 13F, once the apparatus 10 is positioned within the cavity 92,

the introducer sheath 110 may be removed from around the apparatus 10. As shown, the

introducer sheath 110 may be pulled transversely away from the apparatus 10, thereby

causing the side edges defining the slit 116 to separate and pass around the apparatus 10.

Turning to FIG. 13F, the apparatus 10 is shown with the introducer sheath 110

completely removed, the distal portion 14 of the apparatus 10 positioned completely

within the cavity 92, and the proximal portion 12 extending from the cavity 92, through

the tract 94, and out of the breast 90. Thus, the apparatus 10 is ready for expansion and

delivery of radiation. If the expansion tool 70 is separate from the apparatus 10, the

expansion tool 70 may connected to the apparatus 10. As shown in FIGS. 13A-13F, the

expansion tool 70 is provided already coupled to the apparatus 10, e.g., as described

elsewhere herein.

The expansion tool 70 may then be rotated in a first direction to direct the proximal

hub 22 distally relative to the distal hub 24, thereby causing the elongate members 30 to

bow outwardly within the cavity, as shown in FIGS. IB and 4A. When the apparatus 10 is

directed to the expanded configuration, the elongate members 30 may at least partially

direct tissue surrounding the cavity outwardly and/or the tissue may invaginate between

adjacent elongate members 30, as disclosed in the applications identified herein.

Optionally, the elongate members 30 and/or the distal portion 14 may include one or more



extensions, membranes, or other features to shape the cavity in a desired manner, also as

disclosed in the applications identified herein.

The lengths of the elongate members 30 may be selected to be compatible with

common commercially available remote afterloader transfer tubes (not shown), such as

those available from Varian and Nucletron. When the elongate members 30 have

diameters and/or lengths compatible with the afterloader, it may reduce the physicist's

efforts during dose planning.

Optionally, thereafter, the apparatus 10 may be secured relative to the target tissue

region to prevent subsequent migration. Alternatively, the elongate members 30 may

sufficiently engage the surrounding tissue to prevent substantial migration. If the

apparatus 10 is to remain within the target tissue region for an extended period of time, the

expansion tool 70 may be removed from the apparatus 10.

One or more radiation sources (not shown) may then be directed into the lumens

36 of the elongate members 30 to deliver radiation to the tissue surrounding the cavity.

Thus, the elongate members 30 may define pathways for receiving radiation source(s). If

the central catheter tube 81 is provided or the core member 20 includes a lumen, one or

more radiation sources may also be directed into the lumen of the central catheter tube 8 1

and/or core member 20. Alternatively, the elongate members 30 and/or core member 20

may include other features providing pathways extending between the proximal and distal

portions 12, 14 of the apparatus 10. For example, the elongate members 30 may include

grooves or tracks (not shown), which may receive one or more sources of radiation, as

described in the applications identified herein.

In an exemplary procedure, a plurality of LDR sources may be delivered into the

elongate members 30 and/or core member 20, and remain indwelling for a predetermined

time. For example, individual pods or other radiation sources may be loaded into

respective elongate members 40 simultaneously or sequentially, thereby providing a three

dimensional array of seeds or radiation sources that may remain in the target location for

an extended period of time. The seeds may be spaced apart on each pod or have different

radioactive intensities, according to the dose plan. For example, the seeds in different

portions of the array may also have different lengths and/or spacing along respective

elongate members 10 such that the array is substantially asymmetrical, e.g., radially and/or

axially relative to a central axis of the apparatus 10.



Alternatively, one or more HDR sources may be delivered sequentially into the

elongate members 30 and/or core member 20 according to a desired dose plan, as

described elsewhere herein. For example, an HDR source may be introduced into a first

elongate member 30, advanced to a first position, and maintained at the first position for a

predetermined time. The HDR source may then be advanced and/or retracted to a second

position, and maintained there for a predetermined time, etc. The HDR source may then

be removed from the first elongate member 30, and then introduced sequentially into each

of the other elongate members 30 in a similar manner. In a further alternative, one or

more radiation sources may be preloaded or secured within the elongate members 30

before introduction into the cavity. Additional information on use of the apparatus 10 may

be found in the applications identified herein.

At the completion of brachytherapy treatment, the apparatus 10 may be returned to

its collapsed configuration, and the apparatus 10 removed from the breast via the insertion

incision.

Before treating the patient, it may be desirable to create a dose plan to determine

the course of treatment. Dose planning may be accomplished using a variety of imaging

methods (e.g., CT or ultrasound) and/or using dose planning software for either HDR or

LDR applications. The timing and general scenario of the dose planning process is at the

discretion of the clinical physicist/oncologist. However, one such scenario may include

placing the apparatus 10 into the target tissue region and actuating the distal portion 14

into the deployed configuration. Then, with the aid of imaging (e.g., CT), both the target

tissue region and the position of the elongate members 30 may be delineated. A dose plan

may then be developed and, if desired, modified as configuration adjustments are made to

the apparatus 10 and/or the elongate members 30.

Turning to FIGS. 16A-18D, another embodiment of an expandable brachytherapy

apparatus 210 is shown that includes a proximal or tail portion 212, and a distal or therapy

delivery portion 214, defining a longitudinal axis 216 extending therebetween, generally

similar to the previous embodiments. The distal portion 214 of the apparatus 210 may be

movable between a collapsed configuration, e.g., as shown in FIGS. 16A-16D, for

introduction through a tissue tract to a target location, and a fully deployed or expanded

configuration, e.g., as shown in FIGS. 18A-18D, for providing a three dimensional array



of pathways at the target location, also generally similar to the previous embodiments and

as described further below.

For example, the apparatus 210 may include an expansion tool 270, which may be

coupled to the apparatus 210 for expanding and/or collapsing the distal portion 214, e.g.,

as described above for the previous embodiments. Optionally, the apparatus 210 may be

part of a system, e.g., including a tubular delivery device, such as a catheter, cannula,

trocar, obturator, and/or needle (also not shown), also similar to the previous

embodiments.

Similar to the previous embodiments, the apparatus 10 includes an elongate core

member 220 and a plurality of elongate members or catheters 230 disposed around the

core member 220 and extending between a proximal hub 222 and a distal hub 224. The

core member 220 may be a substantially rigid member extending between the proximal

and distal hubs 222, 224 yet compressible and/or extendable axially to direct the proximal

and distal hubs 222, 224 towards and/or away from one another, e.g., a telescoping

member, similar to the previous embodiments.

The catheters 230 include a proximal end 232, a distal end 234, and a lumen 236

extending therebetween (shown in FIGS. 16C, 17C, and 18C), e.g., for receiving a

radiation source (not shown). The proximal ends 232 may be received in, through, and/or

coupled to the proximal hub 222 and the distal ends may be received in, through, and/or

coupled to the distal hub 224, e.g., as described elsewhere herein and in the applications

identified herein. The catheters 230 may be constructed and/or include features similar to

any of the embodiments described elsewhere herein and/or in the applications identified

herein.

Tubular extensions 233 may also be received in and/or coupled to the proximal

hub 222, coupled directly to the proximal ends 232 of the catheters 230, and/or integrally

molded or otherwise formed with the catheters 230, e.g., extending proximally from the

proximal hub 222. Each tubular extension 233 may include an opening (not shown)

providing access into a respective lumen, e.g., through the tubular extension 233 into a

respective catheter 230, for receiving a radiation source, as described elsewhere herein.

The tubular extensions 233 may remain substantially free relative to one another or may

be at least partially constrained relative to one another, e.g., by a collar 238, similar to

previous embodiments. The core member 220 may be coupled to a flexible shaft 280



extending proximally from the proximal hub 222 or collar 238. Thus, the shaft 280 and

the tubular extensions 233 may substantially define the proximal portion 212 of the

apparatus 210.

The shaft 280 may include a lumen (not shown) sized to receive the expansion tool

270 and/or a central catheter tube (also not shown). The central catheter tube may extend

through the lumen into the core member 220, and optionally into the distal hub 224, e.g.,

providing a lumen for receiving a radiation source (not shown), similar to the previous

embodiments. Alternatively, as can be seen in FIG. 16C, the core member 220 may

include a lumen 266 (without necessarily including a central catheter tube) for receiving a

radiation source.

Unlike the previous embodiments, the apparatus 210 includes a guide hub 290 on

the core member 220 between the proximal and distal hubs 222, 224. The guide hub 290

may be substantially fixed to the core member 220, e.g., attached to a distal and/or outer

telescoping tube of the core member 220, for example, by bonding with adhesive,

interference fit, fusing, welding, and the like. Alternatively, the guide hub 290 may be

integrally molded, machined, or otherwise formed with the core member 220 (or a

component of the core member 220).

For example, the guide hub 290 may be a molded plastic body slid around the core

member 220 during assembly of the apparatus 210 and fixed at a desired location, e.g.,

substantially midway between the proximal and distal hubs 222, 224. The guide hub 290

includes a plurality of grooves or other recesses 292 that extend substantially parallel to

the longitudinal axis 216 of the apparatus 210 and that are spaced apart around the

circumference of the guide hub 290. As shown in FIG. 16C, the guide hub 290 includes

six grooves 292 corresponding to respective catheters 230, e.g., such that the catheters 230

are seated in the grooves 292 when the distal portion 214 is in its collapsed configuration,

as shown in FIGS. 16A-16D. Thus, if the apparatus 210 includes more or fewer catheters

230, the number of grooves 292 may correspond to the number of catheters 230.

As best seen in FIG. 16C, each groove 292 includes a rounded bottom surface 292a

and opposing side walls 292b extending radially outwardly from the bottom surface 292a.

As shown, the side walls 292b of each groove 292 are substantially parallel to one another

and are spaced apart by a distance slightly greater than the outer diameter of the catheters

230. Alternatively, the side walls 292b may not be substantially parallel to one another,



e.g., extending radially outwardly relative to the central longitudinal axis 216 of the

apparatus 210. The side walls 292b may be prevent substantial lateral movement of the

catheters 230 during initial expansion, i.e., until the catheters 230 exit the grooves 292.

The bottom surfaces 292a of the grooves 292 may be spaced apart from the central

longitudinal axis 216 by a predetermined distance such that the catheters 230 do not

extend substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis 216 in the collapsed configuration.

For example, as shown in FIG. 16B, when the distal portion 214 of the apparatus 210 is in

the collapsed configuration, the proximal and distal ends 232, 234 of the catheters 230

may be disposed closer to the central longitudinal axis 216 than intermediate regions 235.

Thus, the catheters 230 may be arched outwardly slightly between the proximal and distal

ends 232, 234 in the collapsed configuration due the intermediate regions 235 being

received in the grooves 292 and abutting the bottom surfaces 292a. Alternatively, the size

of the grooves 292 may be such that the catheters 230 extend substantially parallel to the

longitudinal axis 216 in the collapsed configuration (not shown).

This arched shape may facilitate proper expansion of the catheters 230, e.g., as the

proximal and distal hubs 222, 224 are directed towards one another as described above.

The catheters 230 may bend outwardly as the proximal and/or distal hubs 222, 224 are

moved in the same radial direction as the initial arching, thereby reducing lateral

movement of the intermediate regions 235 of the catheters 230 (i.e., in a direction about

the circumference of the distal portion 214). Thus, in an alternative embodiment, the

grooves 292 may be eliminated if the diameter or other cross-section of the guide member

290 provides sufficient initial arching of the catheters 230 in the collapsed configuration.

However, the side walls 292b of the grooves 292 may also prevent substantial lateral

movement during initial expansion since lateral movement of the catheters 230 are also

limited by the spacing of the side walls 292b.

As can be seen in FIGS. 17A-17D, the catheters 230 remain substantially evenly

spaced apart from one another about the circumference of the distal portion 214 during

initial expansion while the intermediate regions 235 remain within the grooves 292. The

depth of the grooves 292 may be sufficient deep such that, once the intermediate regions

235 exit the grooves 292, as shown in FIGS. 18A-18D, the catheters 230 are arched or

bent sufficiently that they may resist lateral movement.



This resistance to lateral movement may be particularly useful when the apparatus

210 is being deployed within a relatively small cavity. The walls of a relatively small

cavity may resist expansion of the catheters 230 and may apply localized compressive

forces to different regions of the catheters 230 as they move towards the expanded

configuration. Thus, the initial guidance of the catheters 210 may ensure a substantially

symmetrical expansion of the catheters 230 despite localized resistance by different

portions of the cavity walls. For example, both a substantially even arched shape along

the length of the catheters 230 between the proximal and distal ends 232, 234, and about

the circumferential spacing of the catheters 230 relative to one another)

Exemplary embodiments of the present invention are described above. Those

skilled in the art will recognize that many embodiments are possible within the scope of

the invention. Other variations, modifications, and combinations of the various

components and methods described herein can certainly be made and still fall within the

scope of the invention. For example, any of the treatment devices described herein may

be combined with any of the delivery systems and methods also described herein. Thus,

the invention is limited only by the following claims, and equivalents thereto.



WE CLAIM:

1. A brachytherapy treatment apparatus, comprising:

an elongate core member comprising a proximal end and a distal end configured

for introduction into a tract through tissue, the proximal and distal ends defining a

longitudinal axis;

a distal hub coupled to the distal end of the core member;

a proximal hub on the proximal end of the core member, at least one of the

proximal hub and the distal hub movable axially relative to the other of the proximal hub

and the distal hub; and

a plurality of elongate members coupled to the proximal and distal hubs and

extending between the proximal and distal ends of the core member, the elongate members

movable from a collapsed configuration extending substantially parallel to the longitudinal

axis for introduction through a tissue tract to a target location, and an expanded

configuration when the proximal hub is directed distally relative to the distal hub, the

elongate members comprising pathways for receiving a source of radiation therealong.

2 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the core member comprises first and

second telescoping tubes, the first tube coupled to the proximal hub and the second tube

coupled to the distal hub such that rotation of the first tube relative to the second tube

causes the proximal hub to move distally to direct the elongate members towards the

expanded configuration.

3 . The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the first and second tubes are

telescopingly coupled by mating threads, and wherein the threads are disengaged when the

first tube is rotated sufficiently to direct the elongate members to the expanded

configuration, thereby limiting further distal movement of the proximal hub.

4 . The apparatus of claim 3, wherein at least one of the first and second tubes

comprises a stop to prevent further distal movement of the first tube relative to the second

tube when the elongate members are directed to the expanded configuration, thereby

preventing overexpansion of the elongate members.



5 . The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the proximal hub and the first tube

include mating features that couple rotation of the first tube to axial movement of the

proximal hub.

6 . The apparatus of claim 2, further comprising a release mechanism on at

least one of the first tube and the proximal hub for disengaging the proximal hub from the

first tube to allow rapid collapse of the elongate members from the expanded

configuration.

7 . The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the release mechanism comprises a

retaining ring disposed around the first tube to prevent proximal movement of the

proximal hub relative to the first tube unless a predetermined axial force is applied to at

least one of the proximal hub and the first tube.

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the distal hub is substantially

radiolucent.

9 . The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a release mechanism on at

least one of the core member and the proximal hub for disengaging the proximal hub to

allow rapid collapse of the elongate members from the expanded configuration.

10. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a source of radiation

introduceable along the pathways for delivering radiation to the target location.

11. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a plurality of supports for

supporting respective elongate members when the elongate members are directed to the

expanded configuration.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the supports comprise first ends

secured to the proximal hub and second ends disposed adjacent to distal ends of the

elongate members.



13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the first ends of the supports are

received within respective grooves within the proximal hub.

14. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the first ends of the supports are

secured to the proximal hub by a locking ring.

15. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the elongate members comprise tubular

members and wherein the supports extend along outer surfaces of the tubular members.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the supports are attached to the outer

surfaces using shrink tubing.

17. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the core member comprises a pathway

for receiving a source of radiation.

18. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the elongate members comprise a three

dimensional array in the expanded configuration.

19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the three dimensional array provides

multiple layers of radiation sources when one or more sources of radiation are introduced

into the elongate members.

20. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising an expansion tool removably

connectable to the core member for directing the proximal hub axially relative to the distal

hub.

2 1. A method for brachytherapy treatment of tissue within a body, comprising:

creating a tract through tissue to a target location adjacent to a cavity;

advancing an elongate body carrying a plurality of elongate members through the

tract into the target location with the elongate members in a collapsed configuration;

directing the elongate members to an expanded configuration at the target location

to position the elongate members away from a central axis; and



delivering radiation to the target location to treat tissue at the target location.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein directing the elongate members to the

expanded configuration comprises rotating an expansion tool in a first direction, and

wherein, upon directing the elongate members to the expanded configuration, further

rotation of the expansion tool in the first direction no longer expands the elongate

members.

23 . The method of claim 21, wherein the elongate body comprises a proximal

hub that is movable axially relative to the elongate body for directing the elongate

members to the expanded configuration.

24. The method of claim 23, further comprising disengaging the proximal hub

from the elongate body, and pulling the proximal hub to collapse the elongate members.

25. A system for brachytherapy treatment of tissue adjacent a cavity within a

body, comprising the apparatus of claim 1, the system further comprising:

a prep catheter comprising a proximal end, a distal end sized for introduction

through a tissue tract into a body cavity, and an expandable member on the distal end for

dilating tissue surrounding the body cavity before introducing the apparatus therein.

26. A method for brachytherapy treatment of tissue, comprising:

creating a tract through tissue to a target location adjacent to a cavity;

introducing a distal end of a prep catheter through the tract into the cavity;

expanding an expandable member on the distal end of the prep catheter within the

cavity;

removing the prep catheter;

advancing an elongate body carrying a plurality of elongate members through the

tract into the target location with the elongate members in a collapsed configuration;

directing the elongate members to an expanded configuration at the target location

to position the elongate members away from a central axis; and

delivering radiation to the target location to treat tissue at the target location.



27. A system for brachytherapy treatment of tissue adjacent a cavity within a

body, comprising the apparatus of claim 1, the system further comprising:

an introducer sheath comprising a proximal end, a distal end sized for introduction

through a tissue tract into a body cavity, and defining a lumen therebetween sized for

receiving the apparatus therein in the collapsed configuration, the sheath including a slit

extending at least partially between the proximal and distal ends to facilitate removal of

the sheath from around the apparatus.

28. The system of claim 27, further comprising a trocar received through the

lumen of the introducer sheath to facilitate advancing the sheath directly through tissue,

the trocar being removable from the sheath after introducing the sheath into the cavity.

29. The system of claim 27, wherein the slit is defined by opposing side edges

that extend between the proximal and distal ends of the sheath.

30. A method for brachytherapy treatment of tissue, comprising:

creating a tract through tissue to a target location adjacent to a cavity;

introducing a distal end of an introducer sheath through the tract into the cavity;

advancing an elongate body through the sheath, the elongate body carrying a

plurality of elongate members through the tract into the target location with the elongate

members in a collapsed configuration;

removing the sheath from around the elongate members;

directing the elongate members to an expanded configuration at the target location

to position the elongate members away from a central axis; and

delivering radiation to the target location to treat tissue at the target location.

31. An apparatus for brachytherapy treatment of tissue, comprising:

an introducer sheath comprising a proximal end, a distal end sized for introduction

through a tissue tract into a body cavity, and defining a lumen therebetween sized for

receiving the apparatus therein in the collapsed configuration, the sheath including a slit

extending at least partially between the proximal and distal ends to facilitate removal of



the sheath from around a radiation apparatus introduced into the lumen of the sheath.

32. The apparatus of claim 31, further comprising a trocar received through the

lumen of the introducer sheath to facilitate advancing the sheath directly through tissue,

the trocar being removable from the sheath after introducing the sheath into the cavity.

33. A brachytherapy treatment apparatus, comprising:

an elongate body comprising a proximal end and a distal end configured for

introduction into a tract through tissue;

a plurality of elongate members on the distal end comprising pathways for

receiving a source of radiation therealong, the elongate members being movable from a

collapsed configuration for introduction through a tissue tract to a target location, and an

expanded configuration; and

a plurality of inserts comprising proximal ends and distal ends removably

receivable along the pathways of respective elongate members.

34. The apparatus of claim 33, wherein the inserts comprise malleable material

allowing the inserts to be bent to bend and maintain proximal ends of the elongate

members in a desired shape.

35. The apparatus of claim 33, wherein the pathways comprise lumens

extending between proximal and distal ends of the elongate members, and wherein the

inserts are receivable within the lumens such that the distal ends of the inserts extend only

partially through the lumens.

36. The apparatus of claim 33, wherein the inserts comprise end caps on the

proximal ends of the inserts for engaging proximal ends of the elongate members when the

inserts are received within the lumens to substantially seal the lumens.

37. A method for brachytherapy treatment of tissue within a patient's body,

comprising:

creating a tract through tissue to a target location adjacent to a cavity;



advancing an elongate body carrying a plurality of elongate members through the

tract into the target location with the elongate members in a collapsed configuration;

introducing inserts into the elongate members; and

bending portions of the elongate members that extend from the patient's body, the

inserts being malleably bent to hold the portions of the elongate members in a desired

shape.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the portions of the elongate members are

bent to place the portions adjacent the patient's skin between radiation treatments.

39. The method of claim 38, further comprising :

directing the elongate members to an expanded configuration at the target location

to position the elongate members away from a central axis; and

delivering radiation to the target location to treat tissue at the target location.

40. A brachytherapy treatment apparatus, comprising:

an elongate core member comprising a proximal end and a distal end sized for

introduction into a tract through tissue, and the core member defining a longitudinal axis

between the proximal and distal ends;

a guide member on the core member disposed between the proximal and distal

ends;

a distal hub coupled to the distal end of the core member;

a proximal hub on the proximal end of the core member, at least one of the

proximal hub and the distal hub movable axially relative to the other of the proximal hub

and the distal hub; and

a plurality of elongate members coupled to the proximal and distal hubs and

extending between the proximal and distal ends of the core member, the elongate members

comprising pathways for receiving a source of radiation therealong, the elongate members

movable between a collapsed configuration wherein intermediate regions of the elongate

members are received in respective recesses in the guide member for introduction through

a tissue tract to a target location, and an expanded configuration when one of the proximal

and distal hubs is directed towards the other of the proximal and distal hubs, the



intermediate regions moving radially out of the respective grooves as the elongate

members are directed towards the expanded configuration.

41. The apparatus of claim 40, wherein the elongate members are received in

the recesses in the collapsed configuration such that the elongate members do not extend

substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis.

42. The apparatus of claim 40, wherein the elongate members are received in

the recesses in the collapsed configuration such that the elongate members are arched in

the collapsed configuration.

43. The apparatus of claim 40, wherein the recesses comprise side walls that

prevent substantial lateral motion of the catheters while the intermediate regions are

received in the recesses.

44. The apparatus of claim 40, wherein the core member comprises first and

second telescoping tubes, the first tube coupled to the proximal hub and the second tube

coupled to the distal hub such that rotation of the first tube relative to the second tube

causes the proximal hub to move distally to direct the elongate members towards the

expanded configuration, the guide member carried by one of the first and second tubes.

45. The apparatus of claim 40, further comprising a source of radiation

introduceable along the pathways for delivering radiation to the target location.

46. The apparatus of claim 40, wherein the core member comprises a pathway

for receiving a source of radiation.

47. The apparatus of claim 40, further comprising an expansion tool removably

connectable to the core member for directing the proximal hub axially relative to the distal

hub to thereby directing the distal portion between the collapsed and expanded

configurations.



48. The apparatus of claim 40, wherein the recesses comprise grooves that

extend substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis.

49. A brachytherapy treatment apparatus, comprising:

an elongate core member comprising a proximal end, and a distal end sized for

introduction into a tract through tissue, the core member defining a longitudinal axis

between the proximal and distal ends;

a distal hub coupled to the distal end of the core member;

a proximal hub on the proximal end of the core member, at least one of the

proximal hub and the distal hub movable axially relative to the other of the proximal hub

and the distal hub;

a plurality of elongate members coupled to the proximal and distal hubs and

extending between the proximal and distal ends of the core member, the elongate members

comprising pathways for receiving a source of radiation therealong, the elongate members

movable between a collapsed configuration for introduction through a tissue tract to a

target location, and an expanded configuration when one of the proximal and distal hubs is

directed towards the other of the proximal and distal hubs; and

a guide member on the core member disposed between the proximal and distal

ends, the guide member having a size such that intermediate regions of the elongate

members contact the guide member in the collapsed configuration such that the elongate

members do not extend substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis.

50. The apparatus of claim 49, wherein the elongate members are received in

respective recesses in the guide member in the collapsed configuration.

51. The apparatus of claim 49, wherein the elongate members are arched in the

collapsed configuration.

52. A method for brachytherapy treatment of tissue within a body, comprising:

creating a tract through tissue to a target location adjacent to a cavity;

advancing a distal portion of an elongate body through the tract into the target

location with the distal portion in a collapsed configuration, the distal portion comprising



a plurality of elongate members disposed around an elongate core member with

intermediate regions of the elongate members being received in respective recesses in a

guide member on the core member in the collapsed configuration;

directing the distal portion to an expanded configuration at the target location

wherein the elongate members expand away from a central axis and the intermediate

regions exit the respective recesses; and

delivering radiation to the target location via the distal portion to treat tissue at the

target location.

53. A method for brachytherapy treatment of tissue within a body, comprising:

creating a tract through tissue to a target location adjacent to a cavity;

advancing a distal portion of an elongate body through the tract into the target

location with the distal portion in a collapsed configuration, the distal portion comprising

a plurality of elongate members disposed around an elongate core member with

intermediate regions of the elongate members contacting a guide member on the core

member such that elongate members are arched in the collapsed configuration;

directing the distal portion to an expanded configuration at the target location

wherein the elongate members expand away from a central axis and become more arched

than in the collapsed configuration; and

delivering radiation to the target location via the distal portion to treat tissue at the

target location.
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